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8s Starting with K- With Multiple (5) Vowels 

KABLOOIE ABEIKLOO kablooey (used to indicate abrupt happening) [interj] 

KAMAAINA AAAAIKMN longtime resident of Hawaii [n -S] 

 

8s Starting with L- With Multiple (5) Vowels 

LAUREATE AAEELRTU to laurel (to crown with wreath of evergreen leaves) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

LEUCEMIA ACEEILMU leukemia (disease of blood-forming organs) [n -S] 

LEUKEMIA AEEIKLMU  disease of blood-forming organs [n -S] 

 

8s Starting with M- With Multiple (5) Vowels 

MAIASAUR AAAIMRSU herbivorous dinosaur [n -S] 

MAIEUTIC ACEIIMTU pertaining to method of eliciting knowledge [adj] 

MAIOLICA AACIILMO majolica (type of pottery (ware molded from clay and hardened by heat)) [n -S] 

MAUSOLEA AAELMOSU large, stately tombs [n] 

MAZAEDIA AAADEIMZ spore-producing organs of certain lichens [n] 

METANOIA AAEIMNOT spiritual conversion [n -S] 

MEUNIERE EEEIMNRU cooked in browned butter [adj] 

MIAOUING AGIIMNOU MIAOU, to meow (to make crying sound of cat) [v] 

MILIARIA AAIIILMR skin disease [n -S] 

MINUTIAE AEIIMNTU MINUTIA, small detail [n] 

MOIETIES EEIIMOST MOIETY, half (one of two equal parts) [n] 

MONILIAE AEIILMNO MONILIA, type of parasitic fungus [n] 

MOVIEOLA AEILMOOV device for viewing and editing film [n -S] 

 

8s Starting with N- With Multiple (5) Vowels 

NAUSEATE AAEENSTU to affect with nausea [v -D, -TING, -S] 

NAUSEOUS AENOSSUU affected with nausea [adj] 

NEURULAE AEELNRUU NEURULA, vertebrate embryo [n] 

 

8s Starting with O- With Multiple (5) Vowels 

OCEANAUT AACENOTU aquanaut (scuba diver trained to live in underwater installations) [n -S] 

OEDEMATA AADEEMOT OEDEMA, edema (excessive accumulation of serous fluid) [n] 

OEDIPEAN ADEEINOP oedipal (pertaining to libidinal feelings in child toward parent of opposite sex) [adj] 

OEILLADE ADEEILLO amorous look [n -S] 

OITICICA ACCIIIOT  South American tree [n -S] 

OLIGURIA AGIILORU reduced excretion of urine [n -S] 

OOGAMETE AEEGMOOT female gamete of certain protozoa [n -S] 

OOGAMIES AEGIMOOS OOGAMY, state of being oogamous (having structurally dissimilar gametes) [n] 

OOGAMOUS AGMOOOSU having structurally dissimilar gametes [adj] 

OOGENIES EEGINOOS OOGENY, development of ova [n] 

OOGONIUM GIMNOOOU female sexual organ in certain algae and fungi [n -S, -IA] 

OOLOGIES EGILOOOS OOLOGY, study of birds' eggs [n] 

OOTHECAE ACEEHOOT OOTHECA, egg case of certain insects [n] 

OPTIONEE EEINOOPT one who holds legal option [n -S] 

ORATORIO AIOOORRT type of musical composition [n -S] 

OUISTITI IIIOSTTU South American monkey [n -S] 
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OUTARGUE AEGORTUU to get better of by arguing [v -D, -UING, -S] 

OUTEATEN AEENOTTU OUTEAT, to surpass in eating [v] 

OUTGUIDE DEGIOTUU to surpass in guiding [v -D, -DING, -S] 

OUTHOUSE EHOOSTUU toilet housed in small structure [n -S] 

OUTQUOTE EOOQTTUU to surpass in quoting [v -D, -TING, -S] 

OUTRAISE AEIORSTU to surpass in raising [v -D, -SING, -S] 

OUTVALUE AELOTUUV to be worth more than [v -D, -UING, -S] 

OUTVOICE CEIOOTUV to surpass in loudness of voice [v -D, -CING, -S] 

OVARIOLE AEILOORV one of tubes of which ovaries of most insects are composed [n -S] 

 


